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ATTRIBUTES OF INNOVATIONS

1.0 ARE- THERE CHARACTERISTICS OF PARTICULAR SUBJECT MiiT7RS THAT !JAKE PRO-
DUCTS WHICH ARE BASED ON THEM MORE OR LESS LIKELY TO BE ADOPTED?

The Kate of adoption of an innovation (at least an agricultural innova-
tion, on which most of the research on this topic has been done) depends on:

1. The perceived attributes of the innovation, such as its degree of
relative advantage, compatability, complexity, trialability, and communica-
bility.

2. The extent of change agent efforts to promote the innovation.
3. The degree of felt need for the innovation in the target system.
4. The norms of the system, whether traditional or innovative.

Of these types of variables, the perceived attributet have generally
been found to be most important. In other words, the way in which an in-
novation is perceived has a great deal to say about how rapidly it will be
adopted. By no means are all innovations alike or equivalent in the eyes of
the clients.
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CHANGE AGENT CREDIBILITY

2.0 ARE THERE CHARACTERISTICS OF DEVELOPERS THAT TEND TO INHIBIT OR ENCOnAGE
USE OF THEIR IDEAS AND PRODUCTS?

Change agents ("developers") who are most effective in introducing inno-
vations to their clients must be perceived as credible. Research shows there
are .two dimensions or types of credibility: Competence and safety. Competence
credibility is the degree to which a source is perceived by a receiver to e

expert in the subject-matter of the innovation. An agricultural scientist at
a state agricultural experiment station has this competence credibility in the
eyes of farmers. So does the county agricultural extension agent (although
he has less now for well-educated farmers in his county than 60 years ago,
when most farmers had an elementary school education or less).

Safety credibility is the degree to which a.source is perceived to be
trustworthy and reliable. While competence credibility comes from superior
education and professionalization, safety credibility comes from homophily,
from the change agent being similar to his clients in various ways. The
Extension Service since 1969 employs para-Professional aides as change agents
to contact poverty clients. This exnerience has shown that the aides some-
times become inauthentically professionalized, and lose their safety cred-
ibility 'with their clients.

Safety credibility is an especially important aspect of change agents
because an innovation necessarily represents a certain degree of risk for
the client at his time of adoption.

The Sam S-eeber study of educational extensi4 agents shows the their
safety credibility was essential in their success. The agents were rmer
teachers and administrators who were given a. very brief training as change
agents, prior to beginning work. The homophy with their clients (mostly
teachers) aided their effectiveness.

When the adopting units are organizations (like schools), change aRent
teams may be an especially valuable approach. The professional change agent,
from outside the client system, forms a temporary system with two or more
"internal" change agents. They colaborate to implement the innovation, and
then disband. Thus the change agent team includes both external and in-
ternal change agents, representing both competence and safety credibility
for the clients.



PRODUCT CHARACTERISTICS

3.0 PRODUCT CHARACTERISTICS: WHAT ARE THE CHARACTERISTICS OF EDUCATIONAL
PRODUCTS THAT MAKE THEM MORE OR LESS LIKELY TO BE DIFFUSED?

Unlike many agricultural innovations, most educational innovations
have a small degree of relative advantage and so they must be adopted
largely on faith, rather than demonstrated, measurable superior perform-
ance. In contra5t, hybrid corn offered 20 per cent profitability, miracle
rice and wheat provide/ 300 per cent.

The cost dimensions of an innovation incluse: (1) initial cost, con-
tinuing cost, profitability. It is, of course, how each of these cost
attributes is perceived by the client that msItters..

Another' dimension of "cost" (or relative advantage) is the social
profitability or prestige pay-off.

The recommendation of an agricultural extension service for an innova-
tion is important in promoting its adoption. Sometimes there are incentives
or subsidies, aimed to encourage, but their effect is now questioned in
agriculture (as a means of promoting diffusion). Incentives lead to a faster
rate of adoption, but a lower "quality" innovation-decisioh (for example,
discontinuance is more likely once the incentive stops).
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CHARACTERISTICS OF THE SYSTEM

4. CHARACTERISTICS OF THE SCHOOL (FARMER'

4.1 One of the best predictors of whether a farmer, will adopt an
innovation is his past innovativeness; in general; we,are another example
of the general point that an individual's recent behavior predicts his
.future actions.

4.2 Researches by van den Ban and Flinn show the importance of
"system's effects" on innovativeness, sugf-,esting the role of group or
community support in adoptions-rejection decisions. Farmer's decisions
are considerably influenced hy'the innovativeness of tneir'peers in the
same'community. These community norms are determined in part by the
actions of opinion leaders; past investigations show that opinion lead-
ers are highly conformist to norms, and play an important role in deter-
mining what the norms. are.

4.3 (Omitted)
4.4 The level of formal education of farmers is important. in pre-

dicting their innovativeness, but teachers and administrators are relative-
ly homogeneous regarding formal ed,ication, and it does not seem to be so
highly related/to innovativeness. More important is cosmopoliteness, in-
dicated by a teacher's travel to out-of-town professional conferences, to
visit other schools, etc.

4.5 Age is negatively related to innovativeness among farmers, but
the relationship is relatively, weak.

4.6 Richard g. Carlson presents data about the school funding
innovativeness is positively and highly related to farm income, farm size,
farm efficiency, and other indicators of socio-economic status. Frank
Cancian,recently posited that this relationship may be curvi-linear, due
to the conservatism of the upper class:

Innovativeness

I

Low
4

'High

Quantities.op a
Socio-Economic "Variable

Linear

Curvilinear

4.7 In agriculture,.incentives have not been found to be asound
approach to speeding up diffusion, in the long range. At best, they may
provide a ,"cue-to-action" to farmers, an event in time that crystallizes
their favorable attitudes toward an innovation into action.
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COMMUNICATION CHANNELS

5.0 Communication Netwoi.j.-

Mass media channels of communication (film, newspaper, magazines, TV,
and radio) are most important in creatinnewareness-knowledge of innovations,
'while interpersonal channels are most important in persuading individuals to
form favorable attitudes toward an innovation. For farmers, the cost impor-
tant mass media channel is farm magazines. Peer communication from homo-
Oilcus friends and neighbors is the most important interpersonal channel
for farmers.

6 t
7
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OVERVIEW

6.0 General Observations

6.1 Needs are crucial in the diffusion and adoption of innovations.
Campaigns to promote an innovation that does not fulfill a need, will
generally be unsuccessful. So it is essential for developers to.know the

° felt needs of their clients through:, (1);needs-sensing surveyy(perhaps
a national needs assess4nent panel for education should regularly be sur-
veyed), (2) advisory councils to identify needs, Jnd (3) social indicators.

Most research in education cannot be util2ized because it is not based
on needs, and so when innovations result from thii research, they are not,
widely adopted.

To some extent, a very advantageous innovation (like hybrid corn)
creates its own needs.

6.2 Information systems like ERIC organize their contents around re-
search reports, but users organize their needs around specific problems.
So information systems must transform completed research into synthetic pub-
lications , _which can be read and understood by clients. This difference is
illustrated in agricultural diffusion by the agricultural experiment station
research bulletin, an.1 'the extension service bulletin.

6.5 Overadoption of innovations sometimes occurs: the c'ient adopts an
innovation that experts feel he should not. Farmers frequently overadopt ex-
pensive machinery, as schools yen for language labs, and hospitals for car-
diac arrest units, which then have a low rate of use.

4 6.6 The important problem in educational diffusion is implementation .

of the new Idea, once the innovation-decision has been made. Implementation
has been little studi'4 to date.

V

4

0



Change in Schools:

an Insider's Look.

A paper prepared for the National Seminar on the Diffusion of

New instructional Materials and Practices, under the auspices

of the Social Science Education Consortium, the Diffusion

Project, Indiana University, the American Political Science

Association, and the National Council for the Social Studies.

June 1-3, 1973 Arthur W. Foshay
Teachers College
Columbia University

This paper is set in motion by a number of oft-repeated questions,

put to me by the Directors of the present seminar: What can be done

(to bring abourChange) within the present structure of the schools?

Why is the school so difficult to move in the direction of change? At.

what point is it necessary to create an alternative system of education?

Is it really necessary to "deschool" the school?

These questions, as is immediately recognizable, are put on a rising

crescendo: can we do anything with the school as it is, or should we

ultimately seek to destroy it?

Let me respond at once that the creation of an alternative school

system, and the "deschooling" of society, on a massive basis, do not

appear to be available options at present: It.is likely that alternative

schools will continue to be organized and to live their relatively short

half-lives, and that a very small number of children will participate in
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them. It ia,,Oven possible that a "deschooled" society will be set up,

here or there--indeed, we have in certain Amish communities just such

societies now--but it scarcely seems likely that the country as a whole,

or\even large portions of it, will undertake the trauma that ."deschooling"

implies. A

I shall, therefore, confine what I have to say to the questions that

pertain to the present schoo3 situation, with an eye to its likely evolution.

,\` Problem of Change), any attempt to understand the folkways of the school

As Seymour Sarason points out (in The Culture o_ the School and the

1

must begin with an acknowledgement of the enormously complicated institution

we seek to deal with. As he says, thezeritic±smo levelled at the school

from outside the institution are also made within it, and have always been.

The role requirements Within the school, he belives, are full of conflict

and complexity, and are only slightly understood, even by those who inhabit

them.

If Samson is right (and his remarks ring true to me), then responses

to thp questions from the Directors that might make a difference cannot be

based on a comprehensive theory of social change, applied to the schools.

What_ is required is that We apply such informed common sense as is avail-

able to us. I shall try to respond to the questions from that stance.

I have (as has Sarason) been in a helping relationship to schools and

sqhool systems fo.r_a long tine; earlier, for a long time, I 'participated

in two school systems as an employee. It is out of this experience that

I wish to extract four generalizations about change in the schools.
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1. If, an innovation is not comprehensible to the leadership

of the schools, it will be trivialized oaborted.--

This notion-might be put differently: the quality of, the offering in

a school cannot rise above the level of educational sophistication of the

principal and superintendent. Or, more bluntly: the quality of instruction

cannot rise above the quality of the administrators' minds.

.

In one of the-large cities some years ago, the Curriculum Department

finally succeeded in persuading. the PUrChasing Department to furnish easels

for instruction in elementary At. The innovation had been establithed

elsewhere in the country. for,a'gOod many years; this city's'Art people were
a

embarrassed at the'backwardness of their system in this respect; feelings

ran high, and at last two easels, accommodating four children at a tithe,

were provided for each elementary classroom. The CurriCulum Department,

,.

following its usual ritual, prepared a guide for their use, to be sent to

the .schools as the easels ;were delivered. The guide was pretty good, as

guides go: the advantages of easels were pointed out; the writers took

advantageof.the occasion to reteach-someelementary matters concerning

children and Art; it was.suggestedthat, ideally,. children should have two

or three opportunities per week to use the easel. .

Two or three opportunities, per week, divided into classes of thirty-

five children, with four easels, presented a management problem. It ;,/as

solved, of course: a new subject, -"easel,!' appeared in the curriculum.

Whatever Johnny was doing at 11:24, his turn at the easel cable along, and

he was told, "Stop the Math, Johnny, it's time for Easel." Never underestimate

the ability of the system to trivialize the curriculum.
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Siwrilorly, the Open Classroom is viewed in many a school as an arrange-

ment of space. Deep disagreements are explored over whether it is better to

have an open classroom, an open corridor, operable walls, a Relaxing Corner,

and so on.

How does such nonsense happen? Typically, because there is no one in

the immediate school situation who either really believs in the innovation,

or who understands it in any important way. The key person is always the

principal. Some of us worked hard to de-regiment the teaching in a set of

six first grade classes in a school near Teachert College. The principal

visited the classrooms a few times, and once announced her approval of what

was being done: "I would have thought these clatses were too noisy, except
et

that I see the children yorking. The noise is incdient to the work." Quite

an insight for an old-liner. But at the end of the year, at a meeting, having

congratulated.the.teachers on the improved climate in their Classrooms, she

aborted the whole effortby.saying that it had not improved the reading scores,

and was therefore of net importance. Thus ended the project..

I have watched. teachers using the SCIS curT,iculum to teach vocabulary;

scratch a primary teacher, and you have a read:n; teacher'; the properties

of objects are alto (and to some teachers more importantly) adjectives:

smooth, hard, flexible, heavy, and so on.

Such slippage Li, perhaps, inevitable. But it tends to continue, if the

supervising officers in, our hierarchical school systems don't understand the

new practice, approve of it, and give it leadership and encouragement. The

basic motivation of the middle management school official is to keep the top

management at bay; the basic motivation of the top management is to 'keep the

Board of Education off its neck, and to gain a good press. None of them is
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primarily interested in the quality of the offering. The offering, for

the officials, is an instrument for achieving upper-level approval.

What follows from this school-of-hard-knocks wisdom is this: in intro-

ducing a curricular innovation, include the adnInistrators in the training.

Refuse to offer the training unless the administrators will undertake it.

Never, never, assume that' orientation of the teachers is sufficient, for

the teachers are not the key persons in the school system.

A second principle may be derived from the firs_, as follows:

2. To be successful, an innovation must appear both to come from

the top down (thus being legitimated) and from the bottom un

(thus being honest).

If he key person is always the principal, the principal may not know

it. From the principal's office, the key person appearp;! to be the teacher.

Indeed, enerally, as one looks down from the top of the hierarchy, re-

sponsib ity appears to grow as one descends. But from the bottom up, as

has been pointed out, legitimation appears to grow as one ascends. If one

asks the' superintendent-)who should be oriented to an innovation, he will

name the teachers. If one asks the teachers, they will tend to name the

_administrators. It follows that an innovation nust come from'bothAirec-

tions, for the teachers keep it honest (or don't) and the administrator,

in his rOle as keeper of the reward system, makes it legitimate.

Thee is nothing simple about this arrangement. Despite Sloan Wayland's

assertion of several years ago, that the teacher is best understood as a

bureaucratic functionary, teachers don't view themselves that way. Sin

the administrator, from the teacher's point of view, .i3 usually ignorant

about instruction, the teacher tends to ace himuelf as making bacic
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professional decisions that are evaluated capriciously by the higher-ups.

The teacher's basic attitude toward the administrator, when it comes to

instructional matters, is apprehensive. If anything really good is to be

done, from the teacher's point of view, the teacher will have to do it.

His explanations of what he has done tend to be obscure and vague, for

the teacher has found that the more explicit he is,'the more likely he

is to collide with some trivial prejudice of the administrator.

Administrators have often been good teachers in their time. However,

as their experience grows, they find themselves compelled to deal with an

ignorant, capricious public; it is not surprising that in time they begin

to sound more and more like this public to the teachers who report to them.

Acting as "front man" for the teaching staff, the principal and the super-

intendent are, in the final analysis, in an impossible position: if they

fend off parent complaints, they seem unresponsive to the pr.olic. If they

carry such complaints to the teachers, they seem to take the side of the

parents against the teacher. Too often, the function of the principal is

to keep parents at bay; if that front is peaceful, the interior of the school

can be left to take care of itself.

A double bind, indeed. What happens if an innovation is proposed? It

has to be made legitimate, chiefly by the administrators. The administrator,

acting out of hard experience, will see it as necessary that the public be

convinced that the innovation is an improvement, but he has to present it in

a form the public can understand, and make promises that the public will

approve of. That's why team teaching was presented as a curriculum innova-

tion, which it is, of course. not.

This apparatus of administrators-who-face-the-public functions as a
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protective device for teachers, who by and large do the best they know how

in a system outwardly devoted to public relations. If there is honesty in

the teaching, it is because the teachers know how to do an honest job. But

they can't, if what they do is not made legitimate by the administrators.

That's why innovations have to come from the top down and the bott,...42 up

at the same time. How can this be done?

First, through orientation to the innovation that includes the adminis-

trators and the teachers, as fellow teachers. Then, by orientation of the

administrators that addresses their public relations problems directly.

Third (and this is very often overlooked) by providing both administrators

and teachers with evidence-gathering devices and approaches that make forma=

tive evaluation possible.

It is this last--formative evaluation--that is crucial if the respective

role demands of the teachers and administrators are to complement each other.

they dont complement each other, as has been pointed out, the innovation

wili--be ignored, trivialized, or aborted. What is required is this: that

the teacherappear to himself as one who knows about teaching, including the

adjustment of subjettmatter to fit his students; that the principal see

himself as a participant in-instruction with the special task of interpreting

the school to the public. A set offormulated teaching strategies, no matter

how thoroughly field tested, cannot do this Of-itself. In the effort to con-

duct in- service training for new instructional plans quickly- -in a matter of

weeks--too many curricUlum plans have come off prescriptive, and-theteacher

is treated like Way/and's "bureaucratic functionary."

The alternative was suggested, nearly a generation ago, by the late

lamented Action Research movement. This movement, quickly brushed aside by
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the formal educationl researchers because it didn't fit their rubrics, sought

to provide teachers with the means for constantly monitoring the consequences

of their teaching efforts; to conduct what is now called formative evaluation.

Teachers will believe their on eyes before they will believe what you and

I say to them. The main missing ingredient in curriculum reform effortc-is

provision for the teachers (and thus the administrators) to base modifications

of the received plan on evidence. As things stand, teachers typically evalu-

ate such plans. on their unexamined sense of how the, ) go in class-does the

plan "fly"?

All the models for innovation I have seen provide for frequent, step-by-

step evaluation. What they tend to leave out is the possibility that this

evaluation might be designed by the actors in the drama--the teachers.

I mean to suggest here that this missing part of the innovation stratojy be

supplied: that not only evaluation instruments, but plans for the develop-

ment of home -made evaluation instruments, be built into curricular plans.

If that, is done, then (as happened in a prominent New York high school)

PSSC will not be tried for a few terms, then abandoned because the teachers

subjectively opined that the new plan was not as good as the one it sought

to replace, especially since they knew the properties of the old plan in

'depth and the new plan was simply a set of prescriptions.

3. Credit for the success of an innovation goes to its originator;

blame for a faillire is lodged with the classroom teacher. It

is not rewarding for a teacher to adopt someone else's innovation.

It should not be necessary_ to stress the power of the reward system when
_

we consider the fate of innovations in school systems. Apparently, however-,
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there is something about it that leads to its being overlooked.

One of the school systems I have worked with at some length is well

known for the adoption and generation of innovations in education. The

reason I was asked to work with these people was that, over a number of years,

the system had flown apart. ,The effect of a large amount of foundation money

had been to encourage inventiveness by members of the staff, and a succession

-of,superintendents had been publicized nationally, and had left (chiefly to

join the foundation); but morale in the staff was uneven, the curriculum

leadership group was once of its role, and (most important) innovations

were lasting only as long ac their orig w . s stayed in place, and were not

spreading through the system.

Several problems had produced this situation: the temper of, the tiMe

a stereotypic view of the community, happenings in the state and in the

neighboring large city. However, the most important part of the problem

locally was the reward system. The superintendents were rewarded with

national publicity in the Saturday Review and the New York Times and through

the efforts of the supporting foundation. This publicity had the effect of

defining these leaders locally, so that they were viewed with awe from inside

the system. But there was a crucial omission in the reward system inside

the system, which was greatly exacerbated by external publicity: the reward

for invention within the system was very considerable--perhaps national

publicitybut there was no reward for adopting an innovation from within

tbe system. Other systems adopted some of the innovations developed in this

system, but the system itself did not. As one "of the leaders in the system

told me, "the Brownie points went to the innovators, not their imitators."
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To.recognize this possibility is to recognize ways to deal with it.

For the innovator who wishes to institutionalize his innovation, it would

be desirable to form inter-school teams of teachers and "administrators to

develop and redevelop his innovations, thus spreading the credit around.
)

and increasing the likelihood that the new approach will spread.r

Of equal importance is the sharing-ofblame. When a nationally recog-
, . .

__

nized curriculum program is adopted locally; and doesn't -work, the blame

is assigned locally. After all, the national progrL,1 has proved itself in

many places; it has been/carefully developed and field tested; obviously, ,

/if in Podunk it doesn't work, the fault is in Podunk.- Since innovations,'

as Henry Brickell pointed out, tend to spread from one'school system to

its near neighbors, one must ask.what effect PodUnk's failure has on its

neighbors. Within a school building, a teacher picks up an idca, or

invents one, and tries it out. It doesn't work. The teacher is pitied,.'

or bd. arents, or is perhaps attacked by the local press.

rewarding?

What is required is a fat more elaborate, follow-up by natio

culum developers than has,usually been undertaken:. When a national program

is undertaken in a local school system, someone from the national staff

should monitor it for at least two years, and preferably three or even

four, to see it through its-early debugging and institutionalization. Ihe

national program representative can function importantly to influence the

local reward system, precisely because he will be viewed from inside as a

disinterested outsider; whose praise arises from not improper motives. When

a failure occurs, this outsider can shhre the blame or even take it. When

a success occurs, he can see to it that the credit goes to the teacher and
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the administrator. What is needed is a reward system that recognizes the

attempt as well as the success, and gives credit locally for both.

The failure to recoE,aize the nature of the internal reward system

isn't the only reason why schools don't change, but it is an important

one. It accounts in large measure not only for the apparent "resistance

to change," but also for the growth of teacher militancy. When attempts

are made to make curriculum plans teacher-proof, and when tlese attempts

are rccompanied by a failure to attend to the reward system, the teachers,

of course, band together against their tormentors. They do not fail to

recognize the implied contempt in such approaches, and they react accord-

ingly.

4. Ergo: innovations must he locally verifiable and

locally modifiable, at the classroom level.

It must be remembered that local teachers and administrators are

personally responsible for what they do. While the national piss and

general educational opinion have influence on what local people believe,

the influence is fat''frar-overwh-e1.aing;_the trial of innovations is always

local. The story of innovation in education is, by and large, a story of

failure, ever since the days of the early laboratory schools. The current

rage is the open classroom, and the publicity has been deafening, but the

local people have heard claims before, and are cautious because they are

accountable locally for what they do.

If, however, local people are given the means for making the new idea

fit their circunstances and encouraged by the innovators to do so, and if

they are given the means for verifying the effectiveness of innovations,
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they at least will have the possibility of being responsible local innovators.

This last point has been recognized by some students of educational

change, and by some designers of curriculum innovations. But'some designers

have not recognized it; their proposals are too prescriptive, their plans

unverifiable,. and institutionalization has been slow.

vividly remember the tune the co-director of a well known Science

project appeared at a national convention to convey the Good. News that a

group of outstanding scientists had redesigned the scondary offering in

his field. To myAuestion, "Yes, but suppose ycu are wrong?", his response

was outraged: he said the originator of the project had received a gold

medal from his professional association he strongly implied that I had no

right to ask such a question. Well, the enrollment in his field has dropped

10% since the introduction of his program; competing programs have appeared

since; the promises trumpeted to the nation' in the press' have not been kept;

indeed, the whole educational research enterprise is under severe attack from

national governmental officials.

This sad state' of affairs might not have been'So generaa. in its impact

if the necessities for institutionalization of educational innovations had

been observed at the loc

ought to be the principal supporters of educational research and development

are,apathetic abDut it

I est that this has happened because the-needs-internal to publicc.

school cyst have been. overlooked. Let me state them, as they arise from

what has already en said.:
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1. The strategy for introducing an innovation has to be consistent

with the local reward system.

2. Innovations must be introduced to the administration of a

school system, as well as to the teachers.

3. The role needs of the administrator and the'teacher must be

met as part of an innovation strategy.

I began these remarks by laying aside two of the questions raised by

the directors of the present conferende: what about alternative schools?

Should we "deschool" society?

While, in their present form, the answers to these questions show little

likelihood of becoming the dominant mode for education in the United States

(or, indeed, anywhere else in the developed part of the world), they merit

attention on a different basis.

Alternative schools have sometimes led the, way for the instituional

school. Some elements of Summerhill, for example, have found-their vay into

schools; some elements of the campus laboratory schools
a

found their way into the Progressive movement, end-thus into the public

schools. Like the 'agricultural extension agent, we might do well to foster

the development of "experimental plots"; the present appearance of alter-

native schools can be so considered. The difficulty with these'schools at

present is that they are defined by what they reject, not by what they seek

to do. Where the establishment school has a prestruc tured curriculum, they

seek an emergent curriculum. Where the establishment school uses standardized ,=

tests as criteria, they seek to have no Criteria; where the establishment



school seeks regularity in attendance and schedule, they seek to abolish

such regularities. Where the established school is primarily concerned

with intellectual developrent., they reject intellectuality. They have

not, so far, affirmed anything on their own except "participatory demo-

cracy," which in the days of the Progressives was called "cooperative

planning."

If the alternative schools can be kept alive, however, it is to be

hoped that some orderly experimentation may be under. ken within them.

Curriculum leaders for a long time have hoped that school districts would.

form experimental educational centers within their organizations. A few

were formed, -but they perished from lack of intellectual nourishment ,and

budget squeezes. The alternative schools seem a more authentic form of

the same thing. They, therefore, should be nurtured, for in the alterna-

tive schools, 'unlike the scattered experimental schools of two decades ago,

people are freetomake mistakes. There is an Clan to an alternative school,

at least while it is young. Perhps such schools ought to have short lives,

like I/demonstration in any laboratory. Novelty is part of their meaning.

Perhaps, in the alterpative school, there is being worked out a means for

continual renewal of schooling--a quality devoutly to be sought.

As for"deschooline: the proper office of the present school is to

offer systematic knowledge; as distinguished from the diffuse knowledge

one picks up in the course of unstructured daily life. A "deschooled"

society would still have need of systematic knowledge. Where would it

be obtained?.

Here, as in 'the case of the alternative schools, we might take advantage

of some existing techniques and- institutions., Much has been 'said and attempted
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in the way of teacher-proof materials. It is precisely teacher-proof

materials that make -a formal school unnecessary. If we can develop them,

4

let us by all means do so. Let not put them in schools, however. Let

us snake use of that other versal institution, the super-market. To

deschool society, put teacher-proof materials' in the local A & P. Make

mandatory school attendance a little less rigid, so that students may

work at home. Provide criterion-referenced evaluation materials, perhaps

in the form of the old Dalton contracts. Voila!

There of course, a certain irony in these suggestions. Both the

alternative schools proposals and the deschooling proposals grow out of

revolutionary motives. What I have suggested- -and perhaps it should be

emphasized that these suggestions are meant seriously--is that both of

them be incorporated in a sdmewhat redefined public school enterprise.

When Andrew Cordier took over as President of Columbia University

during the Troubles in 1968, the radical students were faced with a new

Rind of antagonist. Cordier had, after all, dealt with the Russians at

their most negative. In comparison, the students were naive. He quickly

defused the movement, and it subsided. Not without diagnosis bythe

students, however. The editor of the ColtiMbia Spectator saw it clearly.

"That he said, "he decapitated our issues!"

SO it is, I think, with the public schools. They can be changed,

but only if one works with the dynamics that they respond to. If one

does, they are Iikelj to adapt in the future, as they have, somewhat, in

the past. They are much too entrenched to be taken bY storm, but they

can be' changed from the inside.

7



NOTES ON MICHAEL SCRIVEN'S PAPER

During the early planning of this Seminar, it was determined by the Directors
4 that it would be imperative to have an evaluation consl.ltant participate

Michael Scriven, well known for his interest in evaluation and for his ciOntribu-
tiona in the form of new conceptualizations dealing with various aspect1 of
evaluation,.has agreed to work with this Seminar.

In order to focus an Scriven's thinking about the pioblems of evaluation and
diffusion, a set of questions was prepared for him. These questions follow.

These questions fall into three broad categories--evaluation of diffusion

activirles, needed research in diffusion, and the moral responsibilities of per-
.

sons in different roles in'the diffusion process.

Evaluation

1) What are the major criteria that any diffusion activity should be evaluated

against?

2) As the focus of the diffusion actidity varies--from classroom to school to

'school district to .state to nation--should the criteria for evaluation vary?

3) When a nuiiber of diffusion-type activities are under way in a. school or

school district, how can the effects of individual activities be separated put?
ft

4) What are the various forms,of °instrumentation that can be used to gatherdata

for.the purpose of evaluating diffusion programs?

5) To what extent are the answers to the foregoing questions modified by considerd-'

tions of whether the evaluation is short-term or longitudinal?

Research

1) What specific kinds of research now being done in the field of evaluation

have particular relevance to evaluation of diffusion efforts?

2) If the amount of resources available for evaluation of diffusion programs were

increard, what are some critical questions that should be answered?
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Responsibility

1) what responsibility does a developer or publisher have to find out how good

his product is before it is marketed?

2) -What responsibility does a funding agency have to find out how good an educa-

tional product is, which it supports?

3) What is the responsibility of the user of educational products to let others-

developers; publishers, colleagues, etc.--know about the quality of the pro-

ducts?

Scriven chose not to answer the questions but rather to address himself to what
the sys,tem of diffusion ought to be as compared to what it is now. The following
paper, then, is a normative statement that will give us some guidence as to how
we should- shape our thinking in light of an "ideal" model.
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A NORMATIVE MODEL FOR DIFFUSION
Michael Scriven

5 7a.

Introduction

The-questions are chiefly concerned with the question how diffusion in fact

occurs. I, shall instead consider the queStions (a) how it should occur, and (b)

how we get from here to there, i.e., howit should be changed. ThWanswers

to these questions would indeed be irrelevant or impractical or impossible if

we had no idea of the present situation. But I think We have a fairly good idea

of,the present situation and the seminar will no doubt prove this somewhat. An

expensive survey would iMprove it further, but is certainly not worth its cost.

Social improvement shuld begin with careful formulation of an ideal (founded

on a genevi knowledge of the situation), followed by checks NArth reality to see

"if it's unworkable in any detail; if should then proceed to an implementation

plan and finally to further checks with reality to see if thatis unworkable. Both
ideal and plan Can be improved after the check; and the check.whould invqlve a

pilot run if possible.
.

It is a wastE of time to study the present situation -- except as '!pure" socio-
.

logical researchunless you have some idea what you're going to do with-the
results, i;e., you have aplan or set of possible-plans that yod will improve in
the light of the data providing such a plan is the aim of this note.

It is interesting' to compare the diffusion problem with the moral education

problem. The Piagetian work of Kohlberg tells us abosit the sequence of moral

levels through which children pass. ii3ut tht,per se, tells us nothing whatso-
ever about what we should do (if anything) in moral education. When Kohlberg

began to get interested in the latter .question, he began to look at ery different

eGjrlirical research question_i, e.g., can a Stage II child learn fro Stage V

material? Notice that this is a question about the results from a possible pro-

cedure, a possibleplan for moral education--namely,'to use the same basic

material at all levels. It was (one version of) that planthe usual one--that

Hartshdrne and May showed tobe unsuccessful. But a general study of what is

done in moral education is of almost no policy interest whatsoever,.since (a) it
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doesn't work worth a damn, and -(D) it's not clear that it should (since it's mor-

ally dubious). The only good reason for looking at. what's done there is to pro-

vide a basis for the kind of horror that (sometimes) gets things .changed (cf.

studies of .poyerty, health delivery).

Similarly, my view of diffusion at the moment is that it works exceedingly
badly--a view over which there may be les;, disagreement than over anything

else I say here--and where it does work it's not clear that we benefitted (MACOS,

New Math &c.)

Moreover, I do not think it probable that the group's answers to the questions

given will tell us anything we didn't know coming in, anecdotes apart. That is,

I doubt whether we'll come out with any generalizatiOns we couldn't all have for-

mutated before attending, (I hope this is wrong and I say it partly in the hope
that it will prove to be a self-refuting pronounceme 'Ve will, I am sure,

come out with more detailed data about some important cases than we had be-

fore, and I value this kind of knowledge highly. But only because it improves

plans, not for its own sake.

1. Normative Models in General

The models phesenttzd'in the prolegomena to the questions consist of two

descriptive models and one normative one. That is, .the first two models are

descriptions of how diffusion is thought to happen in fact (in at least some cases)

while the thii.d-notice the term "good guys" in normative. So the con-
ference already has a concern for "how it spoze to be" implicit in its documents

(note also' items 6.1, 6.5, 6.6 which are .normativdkquestions). But this norm-
,

ative element needs to be made more explicit and treated more carefully and I

hope we'll do this at Wingspread. Otherwise confusions will weaken our possi-

ble impact.

Notice that the names for the first two models are evaluative; the "manipu-

lation model't and the "exploitation model." But these models are meant to be

descriptive--whereas the third model is meant to describe an ideal state, not

a real one.

Now the relation between descriptive and normative models is very close.

The physical model of gases involved in the kinetic theory of gases leads to a
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conception of an "ideal" gas, which obeys the gas laws supposed to apply to

real gases. "Ideal types%'in sociology &c. are meant to help explain real

behavior. It would takeitoo tong here to expand on the general relationship of

real and ideal models; except to say that we should be. careful to notice that the

answers to almost all the questions would relat$ to constructing a descriptive

model, whereas at least ,t.he titles of all three models and the Substance of

one are normative and the obViously preferred one is entirely normative. But
where is there any discussion of the relevance of these normative dimensions

to the descriptive data we are asked .to supply? We shall need to tread carefully

if we try to put the data together with the, models; yet if we do not try this, I

fear we shallcifiave done little that is useful:

It may ,be useful here if I put forward a model that is ideal in both the des-

criptive and the normative sense. I'll call it the Rational Consumer model.

2. The Rational Consumer Model for Diffusion

I hope I may assume that the preceding discussion will siphon off the usual

nonsense about "consumers aren't rational, so this is an inappropriate model."

One might as well say that gases aren't ideal so the kinetic theory isn't appro-

priate. The point is that (a) consumers are to Some extent, in some c.irqurn-

stances, rational; and this model will be descriptive with respect to that behav-

oior; it refers to an idealization of behavior, a descriptive ideal; (b) consumers

.benefit from being more rational (a function) and this model hence presents a

normative account which can direct action--it presents an ideal in the normative

sense.
s,

The Rational Consumer Model is naturally a special case of the Good Guys

model, since the latter is so general as to cover all defensible arrangements..

Hopefully, we can specify the Rational Consumer Model in somewhat more de-

tail. 'It wi.11 be helpful to begin with some discussion of the rational

in a/Con-'educational context. The rational consumer is someone who is (a)

prepared to make a considerable (but not excessive) effort to acquire the data

and/or evaluations that will identify the optimal product for the special circum-

stances of the consumer, and (b) will then purchase this product and no other.

Where there is inadequate-data, or unreliable evaluations concerning a purchase
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decision, the rational consumer will either undertake experimental investiga-

tions alone', or will initiate steps to form a group which can do these and com-

municate the results; the decision between these two will depend upon lead ,time,

available and necessary reso.irces. (The formation of consumers' unions. is a

kind or paradigm example of the second strategy.) Ths.. formation of consumer

groups that operate rationally is possible only to the extent that a critical- mass

of rational consumers exists. Non-rational consumer groups, e.g., some

health food groups, may of course form in the absence of this condition; and

they may be manipulated by their elected officers in a relatively rational way.

This is one of the most important sources of power for rational consumers; we

can call it a case: of the quasi-rational consumer, i.e., one who is part of an

organization or in other ways is led to act in a way that is coincident with the

actions Of a rational consumer, a't ough the individual does not meet that stan-

dard personally.

Another critical spin-off from the formation of rational consumers' groups

or the existence of unorganized rational consumers in substantial numbers is
.....

the emergence of rational. producers. A rational producer will not generally
exist unlessIthere is substantial evidence for the existence of a market of ra-

tional or qu si-rational consumers; there will be rational potential producers,

but since the 're rational they won't be producers unless they think they can

sell their pr duct. And again we have the phenomenon of quasi rational pro-

ducers, i.e. producers that do what a rational producer selling to rational con-

sumers woul do, but for incidental reasons, e.g., philanthropy, federal pres-
sure, or a mistaken assumption about the rationality of consumers.'

This is noct the place to review the whole history of Consumers Union, but

nobody intere ted in normative models for the future can afford to overlook it;

a brief review will be found in the journal International Consumer (the issue for

Summer, 197k). Suffice it to say that it clearly demonstrates both the very

limited proportion of rational consumers in the country which spends more on

education than any other in the history of mat* but also the existence of a very
/

substantial ab olute number of rational consumers who can exert a decisive

effect on the market for some pe.oducts in some circumstances. I do not make

the mistake of '3upposing that everybody that subscribes to Consumer Reports
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is a rational consumer. However, it can hardly be read for the romantic or

pornographic content, and there is enough direct evidence about the correlation

between orders for mail-order items and doi well in an issue of CorisurnE_,r

Reports to support the generalization above.

3. Improving Curren X Practice

One can only identify imporvement one can identify the direction in which

the ideal lies. Since it is a definitional truth that a system in which the consum-

ers are all rational and the producers are all rational is optimal for consumers

(not at all necessarily true for producers, which does a lot to explain the pre-
sent situation), and since we are all consumers whereas very few of us are pro-

ducers, it's a reasonable conclusion that the society as a whole will benefit

substantially from moving towards the Rational Consumer Model. The question
now :s how to move in that direction.

The role of the federal government in accelerating movement can be crucial.

It can in.effect provide an artificial market for would -be rational producers; and

it can substantially reduce?. the costs to a rational consumer of making the ration-

al choice, thereby providing an incentive. Moreover, it can set up model pro-
, duction facilities to lead the way, and it can gather data in the way that it is do-

ing in this conference, hoping thereby to facilitate rational diffusion. It can

also actively disseminate products itself, and it may even use other means of

obtaining implementation. (Sales techniques, 8c.)

If one looks at the meteoric growth of CbrtsuMers Union after its very slow

start, one can speculate abbut the effect of two factors. One of these is the

gradual improvement in the quality of consumer education courses, whether

given under the heading of home economics or in extension. Another is the

natural phenomenon of diffusion which, like cell growth, has an ideal form close

to the exponential (that is, every convert becomes a new proselitizer).

There were no doubt also very important contributions to the growth of con-

sumerism from political radicals, whose dislike of the big corporations all too
often found excellent grounds in the evidence and thereby generated a general in-

dignation and unwillingness to be hoodwinked that contributed towards raising

the conciousness of consumers.



Transferring these considerations from the non-educational area to edu-

cation itself! we immediately see certain very noticeable deficiencies in the

way that system is geared to rational diffusion. Let me highlight these for you
by describing some features of a hypothetical educational system which is aimed

to move towards the Rational Consumer model (1 do not suggest that this is the

only possible plan to achieve that goal; it is just one possible means).

Half of the curriculum in every teacher training insttpution would be devoted

to developing the critical skills, and the knowledge of the basic .resources and

evidence in the educational area, that would make the tcher a moderately corn-
/

petent rational consumer. No administrator could possibly obtain is or her
post without outstanding performance in the rational consumer skit, s and know-

aledge areas. There is no suggestion that alt decisions by an administrator

would be made on the basis of product performance'data; the rational consumer

has td take account political considerations as well. But rational cohsut-ners

must be extremely conscious of the costs of political intrusions into the decision-

making process and make their decision whether to tolerate these on the basis

of a good judgment of overall social benefit.

Consumer education would be a major item in the school curriculum, with

criterion performance measured both in the affective and cognitive domains by.

studies of purchasing patterns, attitudes towards advertisements of various

types, prioritising-or_legi_slative proposals &c.

Approximately half of federal support funds in education would be.focussed

on the, improvement of products and of consumer capacity to select them ration-

ally. The whole model of support for the R D sector would be overhauled to

provide for extremely severe entry requirements for large. development con-

tracts, and extremely lodse entry requirements for very small ones, good er-
formance on the small ones being the entry requirement for the large ones.

Major parts of the federal money would be used to support one or more Consum-

er Reports' type testing and information operations, (we have a start with

without the support and hence without adequate facilities, ft does a most valuable

job). Another major slice of funds would be used to support research on pro-

cedures and the development of instruments to improve the efficacy or evaluation.

At-every professional association meeting attended by teachers or producers.



there would be (subsidized) presentations by the testing and evaluation group:3,

and there would be an attempt to set up more than one of these so that some

competittipn between them could be observed. A network of field agents for in-

service upgrading, on- the -spot evaluations an-i state liasion would be supported.

I'd sum up 'the present situation by saying that rationality of the consumer is

scarcely the main deficiency, since most products are indistinguishable from

each other in terms of demonstrated merit; but that where there is ail opportun-

ity 'to observe the rationality of the consumer, it.is noticeably lacking. One

therefcre needs to move strongly forward on bothronts; improvement of pro-
ducts and the description of their established merits, on the one hand, and im-

provement of the consurner''s skills and concern with merit on the other. Ser-
ious efforts to do this by NIE, and the private sector, and each of us as indiv-

t.iduals could reasonably 6e expected a"..1 Produce a complete revolution in the

quality of educational products in use in abouf the same time as it Look CU to

generate Ralph Nader; that is, about thirty years frk;1 now. For we are at
the moment in the neolithic stage as far as a defensible syst'm of production,

diffusion, and consumption is concerned in the educational field. We may be

grateful tha it is not the paleolithic stage, but it's time to do more than sL.,rvey
the scene. We need to inject considerations of quality very forCefully and fre-
quently.'

And we need-not feel that thirty years is too long to wait. In a given sector of

the educational field we can produce a revolution within three to six years, if

we focus and direct our effort effectively. We have seen this happen with the

Keller plan and programmed texts for basic skills and it is afoot with CAI and

individualized instruotion. The diffusionlprocess lags even there, but revolu-
tions often occur welt before they get onti) the front page. We have the begin-

nings of a move towards the Rational Consumer model, and I think the burden of

success now lies on diffusion; evaluation has been or is being done, differences

have shown up that will benefit consumer-4. The task is to disseminate the

results and encourage their .rational appraisal--in short, legitimate diffusion.



Conclusion
,. I shoutd-like to conclude with a mention of another dimension of the norn-la-

tive model.
Suppose-w.e discover that product X is much the best, for a givenedUcational task. It may be tridught that the task for diffL.sers' is to maximizeuse of X; Not so; that's, how.the task woal-d_be defined for a soap huckster.tLegitin-iate diffuSion imay not go beyond rational persuasion, training in ration-al prOcedures and .subsidy.. To be specific, it may not

involvesubliminal.ap-peals, prejudiced presentation of the rele,iant eviden,ce , or appeal-g-to pres-

.

tige,.sty.tus, self-eSteem and snobbery. It may not even involVe theadvertising we"see and appreciate with Xerox sponsorship of "TV programs ofconsiderable. public service or artistic merit; .it can only involve. productrelated presentations;
theSe normative issues about legitimate types

of,diffusion,deserve aplace.

on.
our agenda, I believe; and they grow naturally out of the Rational Consumer

model. Morality is.the optimal game plan for a rational society; and morality.:
is ill-served by those who see their task as using Whatever Means work bestfor achieving_the ends -they believe best,. It.is still worse served, however,, by
those who are not even prepared to find out what means work best. Therelsno-Other-startin.g point for 1.gitin-i6tq diffusion than scientific evaluation.
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instructional materials rovisions that would allow the materials to be
used under the conditions which that asse.ssmeni revealed.

As. those who conceived the plan for the ISS_Project had ar-iti-
. .

eip'ated, the study of existing conditions in juniorhigh schools revealed
great inequities. It showed that junior high school teachers were not
pg.rticularly well trained either in content or ge4agogical methodsr, that

jtinior high School science is oftbn taut ht.in ordinary classrooms with.P
little or no laboratory equipment, and that the student entering the seventh,

, .

grade has difficulty in c'ealing with bstractconcepts. It was reasoned

that the ultimate packa:;e of instructional materials to be developed would
not have V.ery 'great .impact imiesIS'it:lcould be implemented under these

1i iiting conciitionS...-

The results of the pre-development study and planning Was the

decision tObuild into the program for developing instructional materials
a set of quite severe constraints. , It was assumed that if the Proje.-.:z. could

live within the limitations listed below, its materials would -tend to at the
'conditions that exist in schools and therefore Would bewell received and
thus. more easily disseminated.

1. Complete equipment kits v.'ou'id 'have to be developed that

contained- everything necessary to do every activity in the
instructional package.. Furthermore, ._the kit of _equipment,

adequate for five classes of thirty students to use durin4
the experimental period; was kept.under seven hundred
dollars. (This figure; it was assumed, was in line with
what schools couki and would spencionscience equipment.) .

.2. The activitiesto-be designed would have .to be practical for.
use in a class of thirty students operating in a forty-five
minute time.period. (These two figures are close to the
averages for the United States.)



3. Theprograra must be practical ;or use in an ordinary class-
room one electrical. outlet, one sink, and flat 1.02 tal:rC3
for student use. (This is well below a desirable or recom-
mended minimum for laboratory science instruction but is
consistent With the situation in many American classrooms. )

4. The ultimate package of instructional matc:Vit:is must fit the
provisions of most state textbook adoption criteria, =a:Et be-

competitive in cost with presently used instructional material's,
and must be acceptable to most of the teachers that would use
them..

5. The materials must be usable by-a teacher whose training in
science. is minimal and who has no specialized training
in plcmenting individualized instruction.

6.° The instructional materials must be in such form that they
would be practi-cal from a con mercial point of view. It was
felt that unless a commercial publisher could envisage the

!probability of a:dmill; a proat by sellini!. the m.tterials, the
_

likelihood of *widedissemination was very slight indeed.

The.limita.tions described above were designed to insure that the final
version of the ISCS materials would have high potential for dissemination.'

But 4.was recognized a_the outsct.that good and.praetiaal.materials do not
in themselves insure massive :iMpact. In 'cle.itiofi to developing good mate-,

rills, the- Project decided that it rntist- bring those materials to the attention
Of sChbol people.and others. v: 10 determine the instr-actional materials

schools use. And it was clear at the outsel,tizat mechanism's mus: .

.!

establishedwhereby materials v.fere distributed ef:ectively to schools who

chose to use them and I:I:roll:4h tthie.11 schools could be helped to make what-

ever t;;a mnsitions were required. Although the implementation of these
.c:ft'Ort.:°. was postr,op.c.:d until later in the Proiact'r3 history, planning

them v- a.; done before the actual-d-avelo).-.1...ntof materials began. Some
. o: deci:.iions that car.tr..-.''t of :hat 7,:anr.ing are as fa:lows:



4
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T::c 1)....ject would periodie,41y publish a newsletter %Mk:.

would:;,i distributed widely to pc:or4c: who have the potent::.:
.

inriuence edue.;,..tional cleasions.

2.,' The Project would avoid. the temptation to produce, in any
ext4.-.nsive.way, written or-ve.rb al descriptions of its plans.

The approach-was to wait until the Project had done some-
thing and to report on those 'accomplishments.. This meant
that the giving. or speeches and the writing-or articles 'tended

. to be postponed until the Project vas well underway.

. . The Project would attempt to involVe key people' o: many tyPeS

arid representing,' many organizations and disciplines in plannin
and executTingits work.- ISCS. felt that, this move would not only

insure adequate input for 'the developmental process but Would
t .'

add credibility during dissetnination Of the ultiniafe it
package as well.

4. The ProjeCt decided at the outset to use .a
'in disseminating its. product. It was assumed that it wOu:z.

Ultimately be.neceisary to have a nationwide network;of

.,

resource people in order to develop the program sucees.sfully,
and the Project set out from the beginnin:f to interest and train
key people to become a part of that network.

5. It was decided to condu.ct,a6larger field trial than was absolutely
/ . .

necessary for/ formative evaluation purposes. It was r...4urned-
. .

that.the.re were dissemination advantages,in having large : :um-

bers of tryout schools scattered geographically across the
country. Thk .7.'roject.attempted to place at least one. school

with an operating ISCS pro:;ram within driving disianee or evety

tekacher in the country before the experimental tag .WaS OVe

'.The.planniig decisions° previously described-Were taken long
the actual develepn-.er.t of ma.crials be:a.n. But this pre-devc;:x.:31r.e;-.1,a

and d'ecisi.or. represented or.ly Phase I of a si.7.

dissemination strategy. A discussion of the remaining phases fellov..s.
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Phr::c .orr;cLtion (;uinfr i)eve107 rnr:nt

The group that the Project soug;.t to reach during the devr:1(.,I)nly..;:-.ti,i

years-was a mixture of decision-makers from all levc.ds .science

Gators, -scientists, school administrators, supervisors, and departrr.ent
heads. such individuals progre:.sivel:, aware of the 1;CS
as it deve!;.-.ped,- the Pro-ject hoped gradual:y to build'ir.tere:-:t in the profr;:-,rn,

interest that would weak about time that the commercial editions of the
materir.ls became aVailable. To this end, the Project began a sc:rios Oi
low-key presentations at conventions, -conferences, and educational Mc.:etings.

Beginaing.with the '1056 .N.L'..tional Scid,nce Te.achers Associatior. (NSTA)--

Reitional Conferences, formal and informal sessions were.. conducted by the
Project staff to explain (and demonstrate the. operation of the prograni.

Emphasis was giver. ir. these presentations to the unique features of the-
materials. Participants v.,Cre frequently given the opportunity to expenence

the activity-centered approach in laboratory sessions in which the inc:iyidu-
2.lized nature of the course could be explained and actually experienced.

To help tell the story of the.rationale, the Mechanics, and the cu:,-rent
state of the materials, visual aids .were. developed. Those used in the
earliest presentations consisted mainly of a set of transparencies fel 'tale
overhead projector. These .next evcrlitred into a series of 35 min slices
and a 15 im siler.t farm.

The slide set went throughra series of modifications to keep it up-to-
date and to reflect revisions in the materials. At the same time, a seccnd
movie filn-1 was developed, this tirne ,with a sound track.. Duplicate,s of the

. slide set and the sound film were obtained so they could be used:both by
.

the -staff in its presentations ttt 6,3nferences and by locat.'school people as

public information aids.
. This pattern of participation in conferences' ttnd .meetings contir.ued

Ito ex and zne succeeding years m e sessions. A list naming so ;e of thos sessio
is included in Appendix D.



important fcat-ure of of theF.e sessigi:s .sh:-..

eXperinle.nti-.1 versions of the ST11.Centifi and teacher-Ts

the liurtent locked like. 'Fortunately, the very natur..;

p3.,ogranl. dictated that the rnaterials have considerable eye-appeal.. ....a

progrann Let ends to a large e..,:ienton whether it
sufilcien, interest in pal....ticipants-. For'ISCS- that -171-leant turn: out
best "looking ex"2:1-.'"*.--.1-nc.'ntal n:ocitict iirhitc:-6 tirr,0

And ,to do this .ISCS had to build up a skilled a ail efficient. .r stn editorial
competence; v.'brizing relationships with equipment manufacturers, and

eventually a close working relationship, with,the commercial publishers.
Eac.s.h.year, ,as the staff became more experienced, the experimental

editions became more appealing as w,611 as more effective learning .

{y4>

ins Lrume:-,zs .

Th-as, :Derit-nental bboks r,..emselVes became a .1,:ey part of the .

diffusion effort. Copies of the printed student materials were itiade,

available at cost to conference particii:antswhb furthef-eci .the dissernination

effort by.i.-Illowing.others, to c:;:amine their..-copie.s when :they reL,u,-..!.ned to

their home schools and universities.
An:attempt was ni.ade to Infornat'th

.

ibusly as v,--e1:C.-2,:s-.;c.n.redt A brochuie, rn.::etin-:s and

mail, gave overviev. 'oi, L..V program in 1.e +::-.:s of-ratio:tale,
:r r'.t" -6 an ever_

audience that. bNi the of 1970 includedSome .12,000 key nersonnel all

fifty States ana----ffiany

apoear- in Ap:Jendix
._t_..e'-,inning J_J07, orientation sessions were orovicec,.._:or

.

all teac.h r s in the fiele....t.gial sahbols receivi,i-.1g financial. sluppc..-,rt. (The

centei- ld,aC.Cis- concept and sorne of its pr9b1;-..smsare disci: '.seeC-: S

"7: contains--saMr;les Of the programs uSed, in
, .

addition to 2roj:ect-ori,..utea programs, a number of-local ori-ntazion
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tri ls.L.J.hd
.

di.-_J:.7 h soon becaine 31,pzi.,:l.rent. As early a:-.., 1337, sehoc.,1

C::.liforr.ia to. New \'i C1 a..-;:;.ing t0 tr.:), the They tO

pay their ev,..n v.-ny indicated a to -agree to any reasonzjble

condizons ISCS e:los.e to inidosc..,. They sin, vianted the oi:poi-tuni-Ly

use. the materials with their children i:J.Ithough they knew the text,.,. 1.

lal)ora..cry ecu:o...--4nt had further revisions to under' 7o and thus a le
.../ a ... . 0

r-,^,-..+1 ' - \ '. ,

expectancy of Only One ye:.i.r. Other schools not yet ready to try the .prograrn
Q

17.ranted to find Ou-: iaiore about what it offered andto.see it in actual u;;eso

they could evaluate whether or not .th.:y should adopt i'i: later.
\

As a result-of the (....Panding intfe.rest, two additional dissernination.

moves were 1:t7irst, to ba.-oaden the. e:pos-;ure.:- of ISCS

schOva systems in different L-4.eo.,.st_phic areas, small nil:n:11)01-s of qualified,

scnoois were selected in stral.egic areas ..ane\aliovied 7.o purenase books 'and
..materials .fror:-). tneir funds. Teachers fr.- these indeenderit.schuo,s

were- inyitc(-to. lactated 'SCSI orientc.-...aon sessic.)r.s.

at their own
,, .

As -a- second ISCS denlonstration centers-wei7e eStColis1-.ed

both suorJor-Led and helped in
74:ight schools Were chosen_and equii.)ped. with

brochures, a slide set,...and rnatorials.

were encourafre.LI to go to any of these denlonstratio:i -center's arid sec ISCS.

for thernseiveS. This w-z..'s-part of the plan to spread...2., network. of :SOS

and domor.s.1.-ca-zion schools

_ j, 0 .ii.U4.. c.
. .

One or. the e.a.sy distance. This discussO,.:

Phase -3. original eight cle.r..onstration schools are list ed in..

1

V...'ilen the..?:.bject conch:dcf. ..::;.-..t'.it h.--...d :-.:cvelopc.::: a demonst'a7S.y.
.

y.,.:,..1..fct 7.- ..0C.:,1 1-1.01..:Cit.:. f.11....:.......:,L.c1.i.- ''.. : . Q: ...3;: ...-.
..1 . ....-1. :
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:1C.:1.11d 1S )V.:1:1 a.l riC.I.:..011%Vidt.: rC:I.1'..0.1:: U.

could by give accurate 1.1C: :).1-0:fl'En: and he::,

to implement it. A nucleus of resource peo.:::-.7 existerl as a .result
develp2r.tental activity. ApproN:rnately thirty ur.iv,tsrsity and, pr-dlic scheel

personnel participated in the ISCS lee:3 sur*.,Inr conferenee.

the- suirin:ers of.1037 and 1053 sinlilar confezc....nces v..ec.: held

foi-ty visiting writers t:.-.king.part each surnr,--,er..- SornA. of the people part ie

ipated in successive su-----ors :or the sake o: con'tinuity. _All were Ii.ote:.tial

resource pc -opie for ISCS. (See Appendix I.)

Within twenty-six rnonths :roil.. the Offitial start of Project, eve:-
one hur,dreel and fifty resource around the nEition were capc.:)ie of

settir.g up informational rr..:letings about ISCS and cou'id advise. on ir.tp.le--

rnentation problems. hese pc.,.ople cane fl.4Crin. the following sources:

1. Center leade,rs.
2. Teachers in test and indepenc:ent schools.

J. ariting participants. .

4. Former,ISCS Project staff members.
It was apparent .simply by l00%ing at a rnap.that. there were m.any holes

tow,

in the desired national netv.-or::. -.Protetions'shov-e.:: that a zCzal r.:-.Jout

four hundred and resource rieopl.e would:7.a needed and, to ob.-..ain these,

plans. were made for ISCS ilsource training conferences that wot.ld trair.
key individuals.

In the summer of 1033 a ,.ireetv..eintensive t.aining ecfn.:erence
held at Florida State University. Twer.-ty7two seletted participants
performed all thernajor activities- of the Level In addition,

they were given baokground info r:nation in physical science and an eVervie-,..'.
of status of Levels Ii and III materials. Those who attended proved to -

excallent resource peolle. Thirteen bei.tarne-i center leaders
,..:rouns of --et: s- s 'r 41,e 'wo 11-,nJ. a. . . &tit, b A. I.. *
7 .for 1-.etential IF CS teachers, and

fi./1" tra'..r.ir. teachers in ISCS ;nether:IS. All.have cOntIn-.:ed to ee

.ctive 1 n the program since the conferz.:nce.
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°The succ.....ss of this :irst confur.t.:ace cr,..:.

University -- one in 'die siennser
partici.pants and two more in the sun:inc:ri): 1070 wi.tn fifty pcd:;:f.:

"In addition, similar conferences were held by Purdue Univer.:ity
University of :1iarylzind in 1070; By the- c..;nd of the su.nmer of 1070, more

than three hundred resource people trained.
During the summers of 1009 and 1070, sessions on ISCS :"ere

at the various NSF institutes for science supervisors. AS people WhC, afroet
change in their school systems, these supervisors y. ere in:port-ant in the
diffusioti effort. On the basis of the introduction they receivcc:,

_instituted the program in their local. school systems in the following years.
The ISCS staff also made their own services and the services of

appropriate resource personnel. available to summer i.nstittltes for junior
11higlicien-ce. teachers. ConsecAntlk,. in1033; 1030, ,and 1073

of one or two days were iricludedin a number of.widely-scdttc;red teacher

-.progrs.rns.., A list of these institutes, and other training sessions of this..
.type, 'is included in Appendix D, A

Phase Snreaclinp: the ISCS Story Widely- -

No sharp line of demarkation c be clrawn.botwc.:en :Pitaz-:e 3 and Pha.,,e

Certainly the contacts with sup,*.rvisors and teachers during £1.--er in
tutes resulted in a considerable spread of information. Even more so did
the administrators' conferences at which the ISCS program ;vas
in 1969 and 1070. In each of these eonferenees, as many as seventy C.:Z..11i."

istrators were introduced to the new curricula. in science.. Two7- thrz;,:.-.

say sessions on ISCS were held using laboratory activities and.
printed and audio visual mate: 41s. In addition to fannilia.rizing.the

pants with the prOgram, it was possible to explore i5.=ith them means of

imlement!n..; it in their individtu syktems.
,.;'en with the largc.;numbers of summer institutes. an4

:14.ory of ISCS eo....,c1 be told, there still existed
.

;:teti:od of :spreaciint, ,informatiOn .evop more wi4ely.:,



during the 1:130,70 school year the f:rst or a serii.:s "drive-;n
were held. -These were conducted by rcsocrce per:;onnel. :itrate:_fic

4cross the Lnited States. Generally about thirty participant.; :rorn
small area were invited for the full-day meeting. A list of these conferrt:nct:
locations .s included in Appendif D.

The mechanics of the operation of drive-in conferences were as
On the basis of interest, inquiry, or personal recomme.ndz.Ltions; ?ersonnel.

in school systems within a general area were identified by the local resource

p erson. Invitations furnished y :Project 1ea4quarters were sent out over
the signature of the resource person, with a stamped card to be returned
to him. General suggestions on securing a meeting room and arrar...'--
for luncheon facilities v..ere furnished to the resource person as were
printed material to be handed out and used in the conference, a kit of lab-
oratory equipment, a print of ti 16 mm sound film, and a set of Z'E, --
slides. Appendix Zi ves .samples oi some of the printed matter.

On the appointed day; the conference leader 1:6Cd the various m=aterials

to.give an overview, ..-bncitict a n activity session, and..a.nsver questions.
,

questionnaiie was used with the participants to. assess their reactions, and
a report on attendance and matters relative to the conference was sulr_thted
to ISCS.

The en*.usiasm for the program generated by this series-of rneet-ings
stimulated interest among.aCrninistrative anc.: supervisory personae.: in

publiC schools and ctraong science and education people in colleges. in

resp.Dnse- to this interest a series of three meetings, arbitrarily caned
"III:) .2.)n:cm:flees, "...vere'held in San Francisco, Chicafjo, and Waskin,;ten.

The meetings were of. two days duration .each and were attended by tz) to

:Seventy-five participants In each of the three loca'.;ions. A laboratory
sessiorf was provided for each of the three grade levels, and these ....ere.
interspersed with presentations On the ratiOnale, mechanics, and imple-
mentation of the program.

Interest in the program and utilization of it in .schools was. not'lited
,

;.o ni.ec On invitation from scie:: s raid _ .
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Ccrinany. Institutes and tn.:illicit! sessions were cf..nclucti.::

varying from two to six weeks for tc.:achers in the Philippines,

and Japan. In the 1.4tte: -two countries, work was carried on perr,nnel
from the overseas Dependent Sehools. In the Philippines, teachers :rG:.-n

domestic public and private schools were trained.
Staffmembers also snent additional tim6 in the Phili.:)nines.

with educators to adapt the materials for use intheir sehbols. Similar

adaptation efforts were carried on for public sel-:ools in Australia- Is't:...her

teacher training activities and rna'terial adaptation is `cdr.teraplated for othex

foreign countries in the future.

Phase D. 1.,:sc.rint:tion of :\.Iaterils

Once it became obvious that Phases 1 through 4 of the ISCS. dissern-
ination'scherne had been successful, the Project was faced with a

way to get its materials mass produced and delivered to the .large nurnber

of schools that were choosing to use them. Those associated with the
Project decided very quickly that this meant enlisting the aid of r. commercial
publisher and an equipment manufacturer. The Project saw no other v: ay
get the marl:et:11g job done cornpr.-tly;:.nd effici ntly.

In selecting a publi.sher for its eo-----ercial eaitions,.ISCS was deter-
mined to avoid the problems that had beset otter 71-6:;ects.when the:

published commercial editions. To this end, the ISCS .Pro:lect..Directz.-ir,

during 1032 and1039, contacted othei^ curric.-..ulum development projects

which had passed the publishing st.age and ta:ked at length with their
directors.. sought specific5 regarding difficulties they eNpericnec:.

<P.

Among the problems noted were the following.

1. Delivery, quality, illustration, and design problems had frezt:entl:,..
ensued when the project contracted separately with an
manufacturer and a book .publisher When the.3e a7,:encies. had a

coordir.ation *as difficul, to achieve,

decisions were sometimes lile\restat of coimprerr.tse tlian
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O. %vhatwtsbest for tile project. 1J'recitiently, there was e.r.

absenee o: corni-....unication betv:oen the twc agencte.s, cat..sinJ,
.publication luad c;Itnpment del.;.very delays, incorrectly

art, and app-rutb..--incorni:aiThic with text revisions.

2 Advertising and rnz-Lrketi7-ig copy was sometimes prepared without
4,1

consultation with the parojects. When this happened, the :goals of .

the Project were :7;orne-tilTic;: rnise;:rosen:e:1, on-:phasis was

placed on irnproper features, and the copy was directed-at the
wrong audience.

3. Sufficien;: control over the final products was at times riot
retained by-projects. This resulted in texts that lost the
flavor and style of the experimental editions, in equipment
inconsistent with course objectives, and in costs of both
equipment7andprinted-materia1s-thai were sometimes excessive.

. Keeping these problem areas in mind, ISCS wont through the following
in sclee.ting a cor--orei^i publisher an-1 an ecuipment manufacturer.
1. About sixty-five members of-the American-Textbook -Publishers

Instituto were invited to send one or more. rePresenzatives to a
special ISCSpublisher's sess,ion in Washington, D.C.,
on April 1, 1933. For convenience, the meeting waS held duri:zg

the week of the national convention of the National Science Teac:-.ers

Association, a time when many pUblishers as well as me.raberS
of the 1.:Drojtset staff would be in the same area. During the ISCS

session, the Project staff described the rationale of the proant,
the present Materials,- status and results of the field teSt----:
and ISCS plans for the immediate future.

9. Those publishers ...filo attended the initial meeting and exp:.essed
:-

interest in ISCS were invited to visit the :Project's TallahIssee
_

-head.quarters and discuss objectives and rcquirernents
These meeting s. enabod. the ;FiCS staff to become bei..er accar.te;:'

witn tne. -....roductian, and c:

ious publishers and to some extent aware of their eapal)ilit:e4;.

N.
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3.' hi.: :01111 erlt to CaC::: Of

pro\-ide- the pui.alishe..e with the necesser,;.-

in:or:nation for their VaN and to insure t:-:at each .pt....ilisher's

proposal to ISCS contained essential data three 'policy

were er.close:i. (See P.ppencli: X.) Peru Lai of :hese policy

guides will reve:11. some of the measures taken by ISCS to

avoid the problems cited earlier.

On the basis of formal proposals from each publisher and sev-
eral follow-up it with those whose proposals. see:Tned

to meet IS65 recluirements, .the final selection of a publisher
was made.

5. At this point (January, loo-), ISCS- staff began to work.

infor,lly with representatives of the Silver l'urdett Comp z.tn;7,
the selected publisher, while effort's were underwt-:y to obtain

a contract acceptable to ISCS, the Florida State University,
the Florida State oard of Regents, the U. S. Office. of 1.c.:ucation,

Ithe National Science Foundation, and ci

6. A draft contract Was prepared .by. the ISCS Director, and this

was coordinated. with the Florida State T:niversity contracts

and Grants Office and the Florida State..UniVe.rsizy avi.:,3r..
Steps were taken to insure that the wordin;; of the contract =et
the rec:airerr.:,nts of the Florida -Loard of ne.gents and that the
President of the University was satisfied v.ith the main provisiein .

7. In the fall of -1009, repr.-:sentatives of :S CS, o.r, NSF,

Silver purdelt met in Washin,iiton to reach ag.reer:,eaton the

Wording Of the contract which hac: heen eirculated in draft

form earlier. Substantive agreement en all poits was
reached at the meeting, leading to sigr.ing o
a few weeks later in Nover.nbe2.-,

Suhsecinent events proved t.. .e wisdom of ,;ivin.s: so much atttntien

nr-7:.ot.iatir.lhases se:eeting cernmercial
working arrangerr.ents in advance. Althou,;: minor aa:
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occar,ionally arose 133:.,..eon the pul)lis.iers and 11-.e :?rect, thozz.: clic

create set-ious i)ecause it. oasy to esta:;I:sn tr.at tho

io hnc: been clear:), :',etailed in the be:,;innii-..; A few

show how ISCS antici:;atel: future pro::.lenas.

1. In ne.-_,,otiatiot-.6 the l_yellis]ters, cs rnaae it clear that
Silver liurdetz would not only be resnon-ii::,lc: ror the print

MatCri:-.1S 1..-at they by s:(1::contlac.:tinz iZ

. assume full responsibilil.y for materials ancillary to the
ThuS, Silver ::::irdett subco,..tracted to Damon I:n;-ineerin:.; tho

task of prov:c.:n.' uie necessary :aboratory ec,.-.ip-

ment, aria it-.:es. ISCS retairtec.; riht to a:,:-..rove

manufacturir.-; prototypes but was not plafiucci by the delay.,

the disagrllents, and tne naintznc.:4easstanc:ins-_;s -.ha: often ar_s.::

when the pub:is:ler and the Supplier of ancillary

indepenc.:::.nt aLencie.

2. Tie fornial Lzreeri-leni. the publisliers

maieri:ds for the corar.iel-ciz.-.1 editions :-:,1.113.;-:oct to iSCS

The wisdom of this arranger:lent was ,vr.,en the ear:y

drafts of the z.;::blisher's ac:vertis,ing copy prove:.

A-Set of ,s,...v.ieelines sent to Silver .3.-k.r::ett on .1a.-4-r.st I:,

to assist then-. in rc.;-)resentir.:_:, i.SCS rnatials,
respc.,ndinz, to correson6ence, and in prei:entations at
E..ncl the (See Ap:nc:ix L. )

.r,:r- .)--"--ec; stec.: to ISC S final
app.:oval, the was to that- o:

int:ova:ions versions v/c.re retained
the

C* ' :-le:-:.n
Vhai-.3 3 of the difft..-=ion effort c:eal.. with th e means of servici-n,. fr.3

7t 2: th the 7rOgrant af..;:* the eNperinlental



it-npo-tant....,. the Itew schools tht..t

VC -23 :C. S

In anLici....13'..ior. of i!-Ic

o - .Tms book v..z,s lase,1 a namber or conferences, ti

feedbacli.- .was explopatory
educz::.ors, held dt:ii:' pul..:..od of rnore than a year, aio some

general direction :or this f:nal phase. At the sarne seven:::

in.-i's airne.i at training :junior high school teteliers in the
conch:czej. These inst:t..:tes od V2.0 rncans

stranthenf.nf..- sclence background and iir a teacer vii::

special r.-.....tho.f.s nc.,.ocled we.t.c.... through the v.se o: ISCS

In other word:3, :cachet's t..orking as students,
labon.,..tory sel:-tests and other fc.:res cd pre,Jare for teac:-.i-::
tne C011.2CO. 0" eXne'-'(..."C""i't nroblerns as their s....uc.:ents

experience.

During the early dev61op:nent of the materials, teacher's :.ttitles
been prepared to accompany each student. text. Specific hints z_nd sta.::::es-tons

z
were included to help the i.eter in areas that could cause gr'e.atZ;;;

caff.ict:ltv sents. these as of ,pc-..:;:ttial diff.:ct:::y

were. the fDilov..i:le,-.;:

1. :no proper atnlosphere in a elassroorn
indivichtalized materials.

Z. The cart-_:,.':nc:1i, and retrieval O.
and supplics

3. 1vniu:i.jon tnd grading of st::::ent.s in an incilividuali::eCi

stuaic n.
4. The r onalc for scc.ifIc con--ent and process u).; he

5. Si3eCifC al-as c science content in tvhich. junior
havc: less. " .1,
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Although the teacher's Guides proved helpful to participating teachers,
it was evident that more specific he and help in grez-,ter depth v.-oula

necessary as the prog,rara v.-as diffused on a wider scale. The decision

was made to develop a series of modules aimed at the particular probler.-.s.
Two basic considerations underlay the decision to develop rather

comprehensive modules. First was the nc.,..cd toinsure fidelity in teacher

education programs that would be conducted by many people. _Second, the

paucity of good science educators-readily available to every school system
meant that whatever was developed should be usable in local school systems
by relatively untrained teacher educators. From past experience, ISCS
believed that the modules should be individualized and should allow educ:ators

to assist other teachers in a classroom situation or permit teachers v..hen
necessary to work alone.

Specific audio and visual resources could be made a part of these
modules. These resources would be newly-developed are aimed at helpir...;
the teacher in a particularly difficult situation. For example, a film seg-
ment with an accompanying-audio track might be used to show examples
of teacher-student interaction in the classroom.

As these modules are developed, they will be given a thorough field
testing with practicIng As,S iaaehers. It is envisioned that this metr.ca o:
teacher education could have sgeneral applicability to other curriculum
projects. Certainly it would have the potential to individualize the pre-

training- and in-service education of large nuMbers of teachers.
Other activities that will continue (luring Phase 6 include activities

by the publisher to further maintain and stimulate in',erest in t:.0 IS CS
program by merms of advertising copy, attendance. and displays at educa-

tional meetings, and visits to schools by their sales ;once. Additional:y,

ISCS, will continue to encourage and support other universities that p an
to submit proposals for ISCS institutes or include ISCS as part of other
summer programs.

size staff needed to accomplish the manv
functions described in the foregoing dissemination plan, a list of the



so-called "permanent staff" of ISCS through : 'it:gust 31;- 1070,, it inc

in .Appendix M. And because o: the relative ii-nportance of the Ad,...isor::

Committee to thv operation of the Project, -its membership is* detailed in
`the. same appendix.

- r.

Unfinished Diftserninstion
r, \.The story of ISCS aissernination efforts and the_plans for. furtbcr

diffusion are incomplete at this point. Several things remain to be do ;e.

The teacher education :nodules are 44)-nsidereci essential to proper develop-
.

merit of a good individualized.program and should be brought to fruition.

Arrangements should be made to-hold more in-service teacher train:
institutes throughout the country. More pre-service teacher trainir.:;
programs shDuldbe developed._ And more funds should.1-..e made available

to selected school systems to assist-them in purchasing materials rec:ttired
tO participate in the ISCS program.-

ti

ra

a
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ANSUERS TO QUESTIONS

Edwin Mansfield
Wharton School, University of PennSylvania

1.0' ARE THERE CHARACTERISTICS OF pARTI CUIAR SUBJECT n'TFERS THAT. sfIAKE
,PRODUCTS WIITCI[ ARE BASED ON THEM ,MORE OR LESS LIKELY TO BE ADOPTED?,

The innovation's requirements with regard to knowledge and coordination_

can be important, the _diffusion process being delayed 'if the innovation requires

new kinds of knowledge oln the part of the user, new types of behavior, and the

coordinated efforts of a number of organizations. .Also, if an innovation

requires f changeS in socio-cultural values and behavior patterns, it is more

likelY o spread. rapidly, And the more-apparent the profitability of an

innovation and.the easier it is to explain and demonstrate the advantages of

the innovation, the more quickly it is likely to spread.

2:0 ARE THERE CHARACTERISTICS OF DEVELOPERS THAT TEND TO INHIBIT OR
ENCOURAGE USE OF THEIR IDEAS AND PRODUCTS?

The,personality and prestige of the developer,. as well as the amount

spent op\ promotion, will have an effect. But the most important factors seem

to be the profitability of .tha innovation and, other factors discussed below.

3.0 HAT ARE THE. CHARACTERISTICS OF, PRODUCTS THAT MAKE THEM MORE OR LESS
LIKELY TO BE DIFFUSED?'

In 1961, I- proposed a simple matheMatical model to-expain the rate of

diffusion of new processes. This model explained the rate of,diffusion of a

dozen major innovations in the United States surprisingly well. Moreover,

subsequent work has shdum that it is useful in explaining the rates of diffusion

of other innovations -- in other'countries -- as well. This model has been used

__
for technological forecasting. For example, as part of a study conducted for a



federal agency', this model was used to forecast the rate of diffusion of

'numerically controlled machine toals.in the tool- and die industry. So far at

-least, these forecasts have. been quite accurate. In addition, this model has

been used by a nUmber of firms in a variety of industries,. For example, a
----47-17,

leading aircraft engine manufacturer 'has used this model 1 its internal

planning.

Two.important.variables influencing the rate of diffusion are the profit-

ability of the innovation and the size of investment required-to adopt it. In

addition, however, my cok+kers and I have found that there are other variableS
/ .

that have a statistically'-significant and quantitatively important effect on an

innovation's rate. of diffusion. For one thing, the Variance of the profitability

of the innovation among the fitns in the industry has an effect. Also, the

length of time the innovation has been used in other industries can he important:

Further, the structure of the industry -- the number of firms, their average

size,' and the inequality in their sizes-- has an effect. In addition, the R

and D expenditures (as a percent of sales) of the firms, and the licensing

poli,etes_ef_the developer of the innovation, can be important too. We have

used these variables to explain the diffusion of about 20 chemiCal innovations

and to explain the.dffusiion of numerical control In 10 industries.

.

4.0 WHAT ARE THE CH1RACTERISTICS OF ORGANIZATIONS THAT DISCOURAGE OR
ENCOURAGE THE INTRODUCTION AND .USE OF NEW IDEAS?

We have looked in" considerable detail at the de'cision-making. process

within particular organizations. particularly for numerical control, we have,

carefully selected samples of users and non-users, and conducted intensive

interviewswith botl1 types f firms to determine the factors that inf'luence'd

their.decision to u e or,not use it. Then we have employed 'econometric tech-

niques to analyze ti e results. Our findings, suggest that tnJe structure of the

organization has a ignificant effect on how rapidly a firmlhegins using a new
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technique. For example, holding size of firm constant, organizations that

require a r_elat4vely large. number of decision-makers to.approve a decision of

this sort seem to be relatively slow to begin using an innovation. Also, we

have obtained detailed data concerning the estimated and actual profitability
V,

of innovations, and we have tried to relate the errors and biases in these

estimates to the characteristics of the organization. In addition, we have

-made a number of studies of the.intrafj.rm rates of diffusion of major inno-

vations, particularly for railroad and chemical firms..

We have also investigated the chaliacteristies of the firms that are,

relatively quick, or relatively slow, to. begin using various netechniques.

The results, which pertain .to a wide variety of industries (including bituminous

coal, iron and steel, brewing, railroads, chemicals,-machine tools, and many

others) indicate that holding other factors constant, big firms are quicker

to-begin using new.techniqUes than small firms, and firms where tfle innovation

is more profitable are quicker than those where it is less' profitable. More-.

)1,over in relatively small firms where the owner 7 kes the relevant decisions,

his age and education also seem to have an effect. The younger and beer

educated he is, the quicker the firm is to begin using the new technique.

However, a number of other factors ---like theoprofitabilitv of the firm, its

profit trend, its liquidity, and its growth rate -- do not se be related

to how rapidly it begins using an innovation.
NN

-N

5.0 WHAT ARE THE CM1UNICATION MECHANISMS WITHIN THE DIITUSION SYSTEM THAT
ENCOURAGE OR DISCOURAGE THE DIFFUSION OF INNOVATION?

It is difficult to answer this question because the communication system

seems quite different within and among firms than in education;


